
sp4 fixes list.txt
  Key Summary
  --- -------

 TD-17490 Unable to set toolbar background color to white
 TD-18991 When a DateTime Picker is part of the WHERE clause of an SQL 

SELECT, a result set is not returned
 TD-20548 WIN32 VisTblFindString() not working with exact match as 

documented (GRID and TBLW)
 TD-20590 Wrong upgrade report label in Team Developer 6.2
 TD-20610 It is not possible to include special characters in datafields 

within tabs
 TD-20638 SalThemeSet does not work correctly with number of themes
 TD-20676 MDI not showing its maximized forms titles in some themes.
 TD-20760 TD combo box selection behavior issue
 TD-20765 Grid column width is incorrect
 TD-20874 WM_SIZE is not triggered by the MDI
 TD-20901 Possible TD runtime heap corruption in closing a modeless dialog

in specific scenario
 TD-20904 It is not possible to search the list using more than one 

character in a drop-down column which has "Allow text editing"
 TD-20942 Cryptic PDF exception from TD SalReportPrintToFile() in specific

scenario
 TD-20998 Incorrect parent HWND found using SalParentWindow() in specific 

scenario
 TD-21110 VisTblAutoSizeColumn destroys colors in child tables
 TD-21116 It is not possible to change the chart type of a quick graph
 TD-21127 Different QuickGraph rendering 2D Bar legacy VS new Graph
 TD-21131 Quick Graph legend issue in specific scenario
 TD-21163 The Edit Control Message EM_GETSEL works in Table but not in 

Grid Columns
 TD-21204 SalStrCompress/Uncompress() legacy data not compatible with 

current TD version
 TD-21218 SqlFreeSession commits irrespective of the DBP_AUTOCOMMIT 

setting
 TD-21228 SalSetFocus selects the wrong radio button
 TD-21231 SAM_DoubleClick /RowHeaderDoubleClick messages sent incorrectly 

in specific scenario
 TD-21237 Application hang with Tree Control and SalTrackPopupMenu
 TD-21238 Tooltip does not show for trees if there is no room to show at 

the bottom of the leaf
 TD-21249 Displaying context menu in a grid deselects the last row 

selected at times
 TD-21255 Borders of fields with "Line wrapping, Dynamic" property, are 

drawn beyond the detail block line.
 TD-21261 After a sam validate message, the focus is set back on the 

original row in a grid
 TD-21269 ResetPage & TotalResetPage in Report Builder is not working 

correctly
 TD-21309 Assigning value to a combo box generates SAM_Click
 TD-21311 LegendText does not work as it did in older versions
 TD-21328 SalCreateWindow fails if the window name is passed as a 

parameter
 TD-21344 SalTreeSetItemImageFromResource leaks memory
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 TD-21346 SalReportPrintToFile and SalReportPrintToFileEx creates files 

that are much larger and not viewable using tools other than Adobe
 TD-21363 Tab Order Setting in layout cannot be changed for radio and 

checkbox
 TD-21374 SAM_RowSetContext sent incorrectly in a grid
 TD-21383 Row header defined with specific width using 

SalTblDefineRowHeader is not shown correctly when center justified
 TD-21384 Tree tooltip misplaced and tooltip doesn't change if you move 

the mouse over another tree item
 TD-21385 Filling arrays causes "Arrray reference out of bounds"
 TD-21395 Decimal column in a grid sets the row edit flag incorrectly
 TD-21414 Scrolling down and up the grid shows empty values
 TD-21416 Data field contained on TAB PAGE would not accept <ALT+NUM_KEY> 

char input
 TD-21430 bMaxDataLengthInBytes is not observed when the app is run the 

second time
 TD-21433 SQL Anywhere INSERT error: Cannot convert to
 TD-21435 SalTabAttachWindow does not work in 6.2
 TD-21436 Page reset is not working
 TD-21437 Displaying a message box within a modal dialog makes it modeless
 TD-21443 SAM_Close is not received by the MDI when a child tab form has 

the focus.
 TD-21445 Pushbutton with "Keyboard Accelerator: Enter" is clicked from a 

Multiline-Column of a Child-Table or a Child-Grid
 TD-21454 Using activex object returns error
 TD-21469 SalTreeReset function out of memory for images
 TD-21470 Oracle router truncates white space at the end of a string bind 

variable
 TD-21472 cQuickColumn allows users to enter data beyond the visible range
 TD-21473 When the grid has hidden columns, the scroll bar does not scroll

properly
 TD-21474 Report builder print out only issue with borders
 TD-21482 The system icons enlarges when scaling is set to greater than 

100 with windows standard theme
 TD-21484 Auto Fill property does not have Class Default for an instance 

of a drop down class
 TD-21485 SalTblQueryFocus does not return the row with the focus on the 

grid
 TD-21495 Ribbon Bar Controls disappear when double clicking on its tab
 TD-21503 Rich text printing issues ... one more pending issue
 TD-21504 Modifying the total of a QRP incorrectly changes the detail line

involved in the new total calculation
 TD-21517 Focus issue when program goes to background
 TD-21519 Embedded web page using IE ActiveX control and cQuickHTML do not

scroll correctly
 TD-21523 There is an issue when using the mouse and keyboard arrow keys 

to navigate a menu and a sub-menu
 TD-21527 SalTblQueryFocus returns different values for a grid and a child

table
 TD-21528 Differences in grid and table -SalTblSetFocusCell on a hidden 

cell
 TD-21530 Painting issues/bugs in SqlWindows 6.2
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 TD-21531 SalTblQueryContext will return the row that has lost the focus 

rather than the one getting the focus
 TD-21550 WM_MouseActivate message does not work on TD 6.2 pushbuttons
 TD-21628 CLONE - need back port to 6.2 sp4 - needes fix for 

SalTreeSetItemImageFromBinary
 TD-21650 Tree Performance on sub-sequent resets
 TD-21709 The drop down does not show all the items that are to be listed
 TD-21710 TD .NET and Gupta.SQLBase.Data.dll out of memory exception 

calling store procedure
 TD-21721 Page break bug introduced in TD 6.2 SP3r.
 TD-21723 Button in Grid Cell does not select correct row
 TD-21725 SALMAIL POP3 non SSL port 110 unable to connect to some POP3 

server
 TD-21741 When an attachment is sent via MailSend to an email with domain 

other than the sender, it gets renamed
 TD-21751 DrawMode set to 1 does not clear the graph anymore
 TD-21759 DateTime data field always uses current locale month name even 

though Country attribute is specified.
 TD-21783 SalDlgSaveFile() ignores the current directory and sPath 

variable
 TD-21818 There is an issue when using the mouse and keyboard arrow keys 

to navigate a menu and a sub-menu
 TD-21819 SalTblQueryFocus returns the wrong values when clicking on a 

checkbox in the grid
 TD-21820 DrawMode=6 displays a Save File dialog with the new chart 

control
 TD-21856 Cannot set the point color on a Pie Chart using the Ufc 

functions
 TD-21903 Second x axis bucket is unnecessarily created in the chart 

control
 TD-21913 After creating a modal dialog, clicking on multiline edit field 

has no effect
 TD-21916 Problem with SAM_SetFocus
 TD-21917 When checkbox class has style set using VisWinSetStyle, instance

of checkboxes do not behave correctly
 TD-21918 Context menu does not show up on right click on a data field 

after displaying a dialog
 TD-21922 Ribbon menu bar does not collapse after using the menus
 TD-21927 Grid column width is incorrect
 TD-21930 Allow use of solid color in graphs
 TD-21935 New painting issue in SqlWindows 6.2
 TD-21936 Performance is low with SalTblPopulate when populating a table 

window from an Oracle table in 6.2 compared to 4.1
 TD-21938 SalDlgOpenFile does not use the path set with a 

SalFileSetCurrentDirectory
 TD-21942 Mouse caret cursor cannot be set in datafield in specific 

scenario
 TD-21943 Screen flashing issues using SalHideWindow function
 TD-21954 VisWinShow with SHOW_Maximized shows the window not covering the

task bar on Win7 and XP
 TD-21959 In a table cell, keyboard accelerator is not observed
 TD-21962 Combo box selection works differently in 6.2 compared to 4.2
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 TD-21963 DateTimePicker - Error 210 : invalid long field number
 TD-21968 App with submenu freezes when run along side another app that 

refreshes automatically
 TD-21969 Popup menu gets 'locked' under certain conditions
 TD-21991 Tooltip crash app in very specific scenario that might be based 

on timing
 TD-21995 Report Builder RTF print leaks USER objects
 TD-22002 UPDATE statement truncates ints to 8 digits in MS Access
 TD-22012 WIN32 Grid and column "check box" issue in a specific scenario
 TD-22020 Flickering when using qcktab
 TD-22021 Memory leaks dialog & form creation
 TD-22023 Problem with SQLServer stored procedure in .Net TD
 TD-22024 VisWinSetTabOrder() not functional on TAB PAGE container
 TD-22038 Failed To Create bulk PDF Reports
 TD-22039 Painting problems with TD6.2 SP3 on Windows Server 2008 standard

32-bit machine
 TD-22041 SalTreeSetItemImage leaks memory
 TD-22065 Suppress Line Spacing is ignored
 TD-22068 Tooltip displays for trees shown at the bottom of the leaf - but

only some
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